
COVID-19 CASH DROP SURVEY

Field Question Answer

enum_id (required) Enumerator, Kindly Enter your ID

enum_name (required) Select Your Name from the list enum_name enum_name

check_false_start (required)

[enum_name], You are trying to administer this
form at a wrong time the form is only valid NA

Question relevant when: ${valid_false_note} != "NA"

intro_note

IPAG COVID-19 CASH DROP SURVEY
pr_note Household with Proxy Contact 

  

Hello [enum_name], The household you selected does not have a direct contact number. 

The Numbers provided are for people we can contact to reach the household. 

  

Proceed with the initial proxy contact protocols in an attempt to obtain the contact number of the household head

[hh_head_name] 

Swipe to continue

Question relevant when: ${hh_proxy} =1

Proxy Calls (1)

Group relevant when: ${hh_proxy} =1

(Repeated group)

pre_note1
First Call attempt of the day

Question relevant when: index()=1

pre_note2
Second Call attempt of the day

[enum_name], Kindly save the form and continue with the second attempt in 2 hours

Question relevant when: index()= ${p_valid_num_jn_cnt} +1

pre_note3
Welcome back

[enum_name], The last time, you were not able to reach [hh_head_name] or any member in [hh_head_name]'s

household. 

You will repeat the call process again. Swipe to proceed

Question relevant when: index()= ${p_valid_num_jn_cnt} +1

pre_note4
Last Call attempt of the day

[enum_name], Kindly save the form and continue with the third attempt in 2 hours

Question relevant when: index()= ${p_valid_num_jn_cnt} + ${p_valid_num_jn_cnt} +1

pre_note5
Welcome back

[enum_name], The last time, you were not able to reach [hh_head_name] or any member in [hh_head_name]'s

household. 

This will be your last attempt, upon which you will finalize the form and send

Question relevant when: index()= ${p_valid_num_jn_cnt} + ${p_valid_num_jn_cnt} +1



Field Question Answer

proxy_datetime1 (required) PT1 Enter date and time of call attempt

Question relevant when: index()=1

proxy_datetime2 (required) PT2 Enter date and time of call attempt

Question relevant when: index()= ${p_valid_num_jn_cnt} +1

proxy_datetime3 (required) PT3 Enter date and time of call attempt

Question relevant when: index()= ${p_valid_num_jn_cnt} + ${p_valid_num_jn_cnt} +1

Proxy Calls (1) > proxy

Group relevant when: index()<=3* ${p_valid_num_jn_cnt}

call_phone_proxy Click on the button to call 

Proxy contact name: [proxy_resp_name] 

Relationship to head: [proxy_resp_rel]

pr_c1 (required) C1: Call him/her and say:

I am calling from Innovations for poverty action (IPA), A Research and Policy NGO in Ghana. We are trying to reach

[hh_head_name], and he/she indicated in our last engagement with him/her that we can contact him/her through you.

We would like you to help us with any number through which we can reach [hh_head_name].

Details of the Household

Region: [region]

District: [district]

Household ID: [caseid]

Community: [community]

Address: [hh_address]

Name of Head: [hh_head_name]

Popular Name: none

Head's Age:  [hh_head_age]

Head's Gender  [hh_head_gender]

Language: [hh_language]

Marital Status:  [hh_head_ms]

0 Call successful and phone

number received

1 No contact made to household

Proxy Calls (1) > received_contacts

Group relevant when: ${pr_c1} =0

pr_phone1 (required) PR02What is the primary phone number on which we can contact [hh_head_name] or any adult member of

[hh_head_name]'s household

Response constrained to: regex(., '[0][25][04378659][0-9]{7}')

pr_phone2 (required) PR02.1What is the secondary phone number on which we can contact [hh_head_name] or any adult member of

[hh_head_name]'s household
format should be 0XXXXXXXXX. <br/>Put -222 if there is no secondary number<br/>Put -999 for don't know<br/>Put -888 for
refused to answer

Response constrained to: regex(., '[0][25][04378659][0-9]{7}') or .=-999 or .=-888 or .= -222

Proxy Calls (1) > Call numbers provided by proxy respondent

Group relevant when: string-length( ${pr_phone1} )>8 or string-length( ${pr_phone2} )>8

call_phone_p1 Click on the button to call the primary number provided by third party

Question relevant when: string-length( ${pr_phone1} )>8

call_phone_p2 Click on the button to call secondary number provided by third party

Question relevant when: string-length( ${pr_phone2} )>8

pr_call_status (required)

CA01 Is the call succesful? 0 Yes, respondent/adult member

contacted

1 No, unable to contact

respondent/adult member

prox_note
Proxy Calls fail

  

Hello [enum_name], Please make sure you dialed all the proxy contacts correctly and proceed

Question relevant when: ${hh_proxy} =1 and count-selected( ${phone_pr1} )=0 and count-selected( ${phone_pr2}

)=0

Calling respondents (1)

Group relevant when: ${hh_proxy} !=1

(Repeated group)

cc_note1
First Call attempt of the day

Question relevant when: index()=1



Field Question Answer

cc_note2
Second Call attempt of the day

[enum_name], Kindly save the form and continue with the second attempt in 2 hours

Question relevant when: index()= ${hh_valid_num_jn_cnt} +1

cc_note3
Welcome back

[enum_name], The last time, you were not able to reach [hh_head_name] or any member in [hh_head_name]'s

household. 

You will repeat the call process again. Swipe to proceed

Question relevant when: index()= ${hh_valid_num_jn_cnt} +1

cc_note4
Last Call attempt of the day

[enum_name], Kindly save the form and continue with the third attempt in 2 hours

Question relevant when: index()= ${hh_valid_num_jn_cnt} + ${hh_valid_num_jn_cnt} +1

cc_note5
Welcome back

[enum_name], The last time, you were not able to reach [hh_head_name] or any member in [hh_head_name]'s

household. 

This will be your last attempt, upon which you will finalize the form and send

Question relevant when: index()= ${hh_valid_num_jn_cnt} + ${hh_valid_num_jn_cnt} +1

c_datetime1 (required) PT1 Enter date and time of call attempt

Question relevant when: index()=1

c_datetime2 (required) PT2 Enter date and time of call attempt

Question relevant when: index()= ${hh_valid_num_jn_cnt} +1

c_datetime3 (required) PT3 Enter date and time of call attempt

Question relevant when: index()= ${hh_valid_num_jn_cnt} + ${hh_valid_num_jn_cnt} +1

Calling respondents (1) > Calling HH members

Group relevant when: index()<=3* ${hh_valid_num_jn_cnt}

c00
Call Proceedure

 

Hello [enum_name], You are going to begin calling the household members in attempt to reach the household head

([hh_head_name]). You will first be given [hh_head_name]'s number. If you are unable to reach [hh_head_name], you will

be provided with other contact(s) of household members that is available.

Question relevant when: index()=1

c01
Contacts of other household members

 

Hello [enum_name], The following are numbers and names of other household members. Kindly call them and ask of

[hh_head_name]

Question relevant when: index()= 2 or index() = ${hh_valid_num_jn_cnt} + 2 or index() = ${hh_valid_num_jn_cnt} +

${hh_valid_num_jn_cnt} + 2

c02 [hh_mem_type]

 

Name: Phone Number

[hh_mem_name]: 0

call_phone Click on the button to call [hh_mem_name]

ca01 (required) CA01 Is the call succesful? 0 Yes, respondent/adult member

contacted

1 No, unable to contact

respondent/adult member

cc_end [enum_name], You called all the numbers available for this household. If you are unable to reach the head or any adult

member, kindly ensure you dialed all the numbers correctly and proceed.

Question relevant when: ${valid_resp_num} =0

tracking_hh

Group relevant when: ${valid_resp_num} =1



Field Question Answer

av01_a (required) AV01 Is the respondent available for Interveiw? 1 Available and ready

2 Available on a different day

3 Available but cannot speak

language

4 Wrong number

5 Unavailable (number

unreached/switched off)

av02_a (required) AV02 When will the respondent be available for interview

Question relevant when: ${av01_a} =2

Response constrained to: decimal-date-time(.) > decimal-date-time(now())

av03 (required) AV03 what language is the respondent comfortable with?

Question relevant when: ${av01_a} =3

1 Asante

2 Dagbani

3 Ewe

4 Kokomba

5 Brong/Banda

6 Frafra/Gruni

7 Fanti

8 Wali/Dagaari

9 Ga

10 Mamprusi

11 Kusasi

12 Buli

13 Dangme

14 Sissala

15 Akuapem

16 Hausa

17 Nzema

18 English

19 Guan

20 Gonja

21 Kwahu

22 Sefwi

23 KasseneNankana

24 Nanumba

25 Assin/Asen

-666 Other (specify)

date_note_a Hi [enum_name] Kindly submit the form and call the respondent back on 2020-05-29 09-00

Question relevant when: ${av01_a} =2 or ${av01_a} =4 or ${av01_a} =5

Details of the Household

Group relevant when: ${av01_a} =1

conf_note Details of the household from when last surveyed (2018)

Region: [region]

District: [district]

Household ID: [caseid]

Community: [community]

Address: [hh_address]

Name of Head: [hh_head_name]

Popular Name: none

Head's Age:  [hh_head_age]

Head's Gender  [hh_head_gender]

Language: [hh_language]

Marital Status:  [hh_head_ms]

co01_1 (required) CO01.1Am I Speaking with [hh_head_name] ? 1 Yes, Speaking with Household

Head

2 Speaking with a other adult

member of household

0 No, Speaking with a non

household member

co01_2 Enumerator, please go back and try calling a different household member

Question relevant when: ${co01_1} =0



Field Question Answer

pre_consent_grp

Group relevant when: ${co01_1} =1 or ${co01_1} =2

pre_consent_f CONSENT

Hello. I’m [enum_name] from Innovations for Poverty Action, a non-profit organization dedicated to finding innovative

solutions to development issues in various countries. We have offices in Accra and in Tamale. We work with a group of

researchers who conduct the Ghana Socioeconomic Panel Survey, which studies how the lives of individuals and

households in Ghana are affected by the process of economic change. We understand that you have consented to being

a part of this survey in this past. We are contacting you now because we are interested in having you participate in a

different study that is taking place as a phone survey, which is why we have contacted you by phone rather than in-

person.

 

Purpose

Over the coming days, we at IPA are conducting a brief survey with households in Ghana to understand how they cope

with the economic effects of coronavirus. Your participation is completely voluntary. You are welcome to decline to

answer any questions, or to end a survey at any time.

 

Benefits/Risks of the Study

There is a direct benefit to you from this research: You will receive 5 Ghana cedis via mobile money as a thank you gift

for participating in the survey. The research results from this project are aimed at influencing national policy around how

to improve the response to COVID-19 and similar national crises. We also hope the project will influence international

debates about disaster preparedness and pandemics. There are very few risks associated with participating in this study.

You may experience fatigue during the interview, and you might discuss topics which are potentially sensitive.

 

Confidentiality

All your responses will be confidential and protected. Information which identifies you will not be shared outside of

research, internal quality assurance, or research oversight teams. This may include researchers and relevant IPA (and

other organization if applicable) responsible for these tasks. Under no circumstances will any individual participant be

identified in a publication or presentation describing this study.

 

Withdrawal from Study

Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary. You may refuse to participate in this research without any penalty. You

may at any time, for any reason, discontinue your participation without any negative consequences after having begun as

a participant.

 

Contact for Additional Information

If you have any further questions about this research project, or in case of any concerns, please contact (based on your

language):

 

Gabriel Teye (Krobo,Twi, Ga, English) 059-228-9382

 

Yusif Hardi (Hausa, Dagbani, Gonja, English) 050 488 9248 If you have any questions about your rights as a research

participant, please contact Innovations for Poverty Action’s Institutional Review Board (IPA IRB):

humansubjects@poverty-action.org.

Question relevant when: ${false_start} =1



Field Question Answer

pre_consent CONSENT

Hello. I’m [enum_name] from Innovations for Poverty Action, a non-profit organization dedicated to finding innovative

solutions to development issues in various countries. We have offices in Accra and in Tamale. We work with a group of

researchers who conduct the Ghana Socioeconomic Panel Survey, which studies how the lives of individuals and

households in Ghana are affected by the process of economic change. We understand that you have consented to being

a part of this survey in this past. We are contacting you now because we are interested in having you participate in a

different study that is taking place as a phone survey, which is why we have contacted you by phone rather than in-

person.

 

Purpose

Over the coming days, we at IPA are giving grants via mobile money to households in Ghana to help them cope with the

economic effects of coronavirus. First, we are conducting a brief survey, and we will also conduct further surveys later

this year. If you agree to participate and are found eligible for the study, you will receive a mobile money cash transfer in

a couple of days. You can spend this money in any way you want. Your participation is completely voluntary. You are

welcome to decline to answer any questions, or to end a survey at any time. Participation in one survey does not obligate

you to participate in any future survey.

 

Benefits/Risks of the Study

There is a direct benefit to you from this research: if you are eligible to participate, you will receive 90 Ghana cedis via

mobile money as part of the study, and within a week of each survey call, you will also receive 5 Ghana cedis via mobile

money as a thank you gift for participating in the survey. The research results from this project are aimed at influencing

national policy around how to improve the response to COVID-19 and similar national crises. We also hope the project

will influence international debates about disaster preparedness and pandemics. There are very few risks associated with

participating in this study. You may experience fatigue during the interview, and you might discuss topics which are

potentially sensitive.

 

Confidentiality

All your responses will be confidential and protected. Information which identifies you will not be shared outside of

research, internal quality assurance, or research oversight teams. This may include researchers and relevant IPA (and

other organization if applicable) responsible for these tasks. Under no circumstances will any individual participant be

identified in a publication or presentation describing this study.

 

Withdrawal from Study

Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary. You may refuse to participate in this research without any penalty. You

may at any time, for any reason, discontinue your participation without any negative consequences after having begun as

a participant.

 

Contact for Additional Information

If you have any further questions about this research project, or in case of any concerns, please contact (based on your

language):

 

Gabriel Teye (Krobo,Twi, Ga, English) - 059-228-9382

 

Yusif Hardi (Hausa, Dagbani, Gonja, English) 050 488 9248

Question relevant when: ${false_start} =0

pre_co02 (required) CO02 Do you agree 1 Yes

0 No

screener

Group relevant when: ${pre_co02} = 1

mtn_note SC00 I would like to begin by asking you about whether you use MTN Mobile Money.

sc01 (required) SC01 Do you have an active MTN Mobile Money account registered in your name? 1 Yes

0 No

sc02 (required) SC02 What is your MTN Mobile Money phone number?

Question relevant when: ${sc01} =1

Response constrained to: regex(., '[0][25][459][0-9]{7}')

sc02_0 (required) SC02 Kindly repeat your MTN Mobile Money phone number?

Question relevant when: ${sc01} =1

Response constrained to: .= ${sc02}

sc02_5 (required) SC02.5 Please enter the full name with which this MTN Mobile Money account was registered
Enumerator confirm this is the respondent's name (not someone else in the HH). If it is not the respondent's name, go back and
select no, then proceed to capture the momo number under as other members' number

Question relevant when: ${sc01} =1

call_phone_respondent Call respondent on the mobile money number

Question relevant when: ${sc01} =1



Field Question Answer

sc03 (required) SC03 Does any other adult in your household have an active MTN Mobile Money account registered in their name?

Question relevant when: ${sc01} =0

1 Yes

0 No

sc04 (required) SC04 What is the name of the person with an active MTN Mobile Money account?
You must select someone who is a current adult member of the household

Question relevant when: ${sc03} =1

hh_mem_name hh_mem_name

-666 Other Member

sc04_osp (required)

Specify name of household member

Question relevant when: ${sc04} =-666

sc05 (required) SC05 What is [sc04_f]'s MTN Mobile Money phone number?

Question relevant when: ${sc03} =1

Response constrained to: regex(., '[0][25][459][0-9]{7}')

sc05_1 (required) SC05.1 Repeat [sc04_f]'s MTN Mobile Money phone number?

Question relevant when: ${sc03} =1

Response constrained to: .= ${sc05}

sc05_nt Thank the person you are currently speaking to for their time and end the call. Next, proceed to the next screen and call

back [sc04_f] to continue the interview

Question relevant when: ${sc03} =1

tracking_other_adult

Group relevant when: ${sc03} =1

call_phone_other Click on the button to call [sc04_f]

av01_b (required) AV01 Is the respondent available for Interveiw? 1 Available and ready

2 Available on a different day

3 Available but cannot speak

language

4 Wrong number

5 Unavailable (number

unreached/switched off)

av02_b (required) AV02 When will the respondent be available for interview

Question relevant when: ${av01_b} =2

Response constrained to: decimal-date-time(.) > decimal-date-time(now())

av03_b (required) AV03 what language is the respondent comfortable with?

Question relevant when: ${av01_b} =3

1 Asante

2 Dagbani

3 Ewe

4 Kokomba

5 Brong/Banda

6 Frafra/Gruni

7 Fanti

8 Wali/Dagaari

9 Ga

10 Mamprusi

11 Kusasi

12 Buli

13 Dangme

14 Sissala

15 Akuapem

16 Hausa

17 Nzema

18 English

19 Guan

20 Gonja

21 Kwahu

22 Sefwi

23 KasseneNankana

24 Nanumba

25 Assin/Asen

-666 Other (specify)

lang_assign_note The respondent will be reassigned to the enumerator below 

Name: [lang_assign_enum_name] 

Phone: [lang_assign_enum_phone] 

Submit the form and inform [lang_assign_enum_name] of the reassignment

Question relevant when: ${av01} =3

consent_grp



Field Question AnswerGroup relevant when: ${sc03} =1 and ${av01_b} =1

consent_f CONSENT

Hello. I’m [enum_name] from Innovations for Poverty Action, a non-profit organization dedicated to finding innovative

solutions to development issues in various countries. We have offices in Accra and in Tamale. We work with a group of

researchers who conduct the Ghana Socioeconomic Panel Survey, which studies how the lives of individuals and

households in Ghana are affected by the process of economic change. We understand that you have consented to being

a part of this survey in this past. We are contacting you now because we are interested in having you participate in a

different study that is taking place as a phone survey, which is why we have contacted you by phone rather than in-

person.

 

Purpose

Over the coming days, we at IPA are conducting a brief survey with households in Ghana to understand how they cope

with the economic effects of coronavirus. Your participation is completely voluntary. You are welcome to decline to

answer any questions, or to end a survey at any time.

 

Benefits/Risks of the Study

There is a direct benefit to you from this research: You will receive 5 Ghana cedis via mobile money as a thank you gift

for participating in the survey. The research results from this project are aimed at influencing national policy around how

to improve the response to COVID-19 and similar national crises. We also hope the project will influence international

debates about disaster preparedness and pandemics. There are very few risks associated with participating in this study.

You may experience fatigue during the interview, and you might discuss topics which are potentially sensitive.

 

Confidentiality

All your responses will be confidential and protected. Information which identifies you will not be shared outside of

research, internal quality assurance, or research oversight teams. This may include researchers and relevant IPA (and

other organization if applicable) responsible for these tasks. Under no circumstances will any individual participant be

identified in a publication or presentation describing this study.

 

Withdrawal from Study

Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary. You may refuse to participate in this research without any penalty. You

may at any time, for any reason, discontinue your participation without any negative consequences after having begun as

a participant.

 

Contact for Additional Information

If you have any further questions about this research project, or in case of any concerns, please contact (based on your

language):

 

Gabriel Teye (Krobo,Twi, Ga, English) 059-228-9382

 

Yusif Hardi (Hausa, Dagbani, Gonja, English) 050 488 9248 If you have any questions about your rights as a research

participant, please contact Innovations for Poverty Action’s Institutional Review Board (IPA IRB):

humansubjects@poverty-action.org.

Question relevant when: ${false_start} =1



Field Question Answer

consent CONSENT

Hello. I’m [enum_name] from Innovations for Poverty Action, a non-profit organization dedicated to finding innovative

solutions to development issues in various countries. We have offices in Accra and in Tamale. We work with a group of

researchers who conduct the Ghana Socioeconomic Panel Survey, which studies how the lives of individuals and

households in Ghana are affected by the process of economic change. We understand that you have consented to being

a part of this survey in this past. We are contacting you now because we are interested in having you participate in a

different study that is taking place as a phone survey, which is why we have contacted you by phone rather than in-

person.

 

Purpose

Over the coming days, we at IPA are giving grants via mobile money to households in Ghana to help them cope with the

economic effects of coronavirus. First, we are conducting a brief survey, and we will also conduct further surveys later

this year. If you agree to participate and are found eligible for the study, you will receive a mobile money cash transfer in

a couple of days. You can spend this money in any way you want. Your participation is completely voluntary. You are

welcome to decline to answer any questions, or to end a survey at any time. Participation in one survey does not obligate

you to participate in any future survey.

 

Benefits/Risks of the Study

There is a direct benefit to you from this research: if you are eligible to participate, you will receive 90 Ghana cedis via

mobile money as part of the study, and within a week of each survey call, you will also receive 5 Ghana cedis via mobile

money as a thank you gift for participating in the survey. The research results from this project are aimed at influencing

national policy around how to improve the response to COVID-19 and similar national crises. We also hope the project

will influence international debates about disaster preparedness and pandemics. There are very few risks associated with

participating in this study. You may experience fatigue during the interview, and you might discuss topics which are

potentially sensitive.

 

Confidentiality

All your responses will be confidential and protected. Information which identifies you will not be shared outside of

research, internal quality assurance, or research oversight teams. This may include researchers and relevant IPA (and

other organization if applicable) responsible for these tasks. Under no circumstances will any individual participant be

identified in a publication or presentation describing this study.

 

Withdrawal from Study

Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary. You may refuse to participate in this research without any penalty. You

may at any time, for any reason, discontinue your participation without any negative consequences after having begun as

a participant.

 

Contact for Additional Information

If you have any further questions about this research project, or in case of any concerns, please contact (based on your

language):

 

Gabriel Teye (Krobo,Twi, Ga, English) - 059-228-9382

 

Yusif Hardi (Hausa, Dagbani, Gonja, English) 050 488 9248

Question relevant when: ${false_start} =0

co02 (required) CO02 Do you agree 1 Yes

0 No

audio_consent (required) Audio Consent 

We would like to record this interview for quality assurance purposes. If you would prefer not to be recorded, you can

participate without this component, and you may decide to opt out of this component at any time during the interview by

letting the surveyor know. All audio recordings will be kept confidential and protected, and we do not anticipate any risks

to you in having this collected. All audio recordings collected during this interview will be destroyed at the conclusion of

the study. Do you agree to an audio recording?

Question relevant when: ( ${pre_co02} =1 and ${sc01} = 1) or ${co02} =1

1 Yes

0 No

momo_ysno (required) Can you confirm that you have an MTN mobile money account registered with the name [momo_name_a] and number

[momo_number_a] (i.e. the number we are currently calling you on)? 

Note to respondent: It is critical that you provide us with accurate account information, as we can only consider you

eligible to participate in the study if we are able to successfully verify this mobile money name and number in the MTN

system.

Question relevant when: ( ${pre_co02} =1 and ${sc01} = 1) or ${co02} =1

1 Yes, and both the MoMo

number and name are correct

2 Yes, I have MoMo with this

number but it is registered

under a different name

3 Yes, I have MoMo but not with

this number

0 No, I do not have MoMo



Field Question Answer

call_phone_respondent1 Call back [resp_name_conf] and ask them if a different person in the HH has MoMo. 

Go back to and select a different member

Question relevant when: ${momo_ysno} =0

call_phone_respondent1_note (required)
Hello [enum_name], Please Go back and Select a different Household member

Question relevant when: ${momo_ysno} =0

new_momo_num (required) MM01 What is the MTN Mobile Money number?
Enter -222 if no momo number

Question relevant when: ${momo_ysno} =3

Response constrained to: regex(., '[0][25][459][0-9]{7}') or .=-222

no_momo_note (required) [enum_name], since the respondent did not provide a momo number, go back and select No, I do not have MoMo

Question relevant when: ${new_momo_num} = -222

momo_name_f (required) Please enter the full name with which this MTN Mobile Money account was registered.
Note to surveyor: confirm this is the respondent's name (not someone else in the HH).

Question relevant when: ${momo_ysno} =2 or ${momo_ysno} =3

momo_call_phone Click on the button to call respondent [momo_name_f]

Question relevant when: string-length( ${new_momo_num} )>8

momo_ysno1 (required) MOMO_C Can you confirm that you have an MTN mobile money account registered with the name [momo_name_f]and

number [new_momo_num] (i.e. the number we are currently calling you on)? 

Note to respondent: It is critical that you provide us with accurate account information, as we can only consider you

eligible to participate in the study if we are able to successfully verify this mobile money name and number in the MTN

system.

Question relevant when: ${momo_ysno} =3

Response constrained to: .=1

1 Yes, and both the MoMo

number and name are correct

2 Yes, I have MoMo with this

number but it is registered

under a different name

3 Yes, I have MoMo but not with

this number

0 No, I do not have MoMo

momo_loan (required) MOMO_LDo you have any outstanding loans with your MoMo account?

Question relevant when: ${momo_ysno} =1 or ${momo_ysno} =2 or ${momo_ysno1} =1

1 Yes

0 No

momo_loan_note Note to Respondent: 

Please note that, the money we will send may be automatically deducted from your account to repay the laon.

Question relevant when: ${momo_loan} = 1

date_note_b Hi [enum_name] Kindly submit the form and call the respondent back on 2020-05-29 09-00

Question relevant when: ${av01_b} =2 or ${av01_b} =4 or ${av01_b} =5

Baseline Survey

Group relevant when: ${continue} =1

Baseline Survey > Intro and Screener group

ls01_pre (required) LS01 Current Location (district)- 

Type some few characters to use as a search criteral in the district list (Eg: Typing Accra will bring out only districts with

the word accra in their names. If it is not in the list, type Other and you'll see the other Specify option option

ls01 (required) LS01 Current Location (district) hhiddistrict district

-666 Other district

ls01_osp (required) LS01.OSpecify other district

Question relevant when: ${ls01} = -666

ls02 (required) LS02 Are you taking this call from inside or outside of your home? 0 Inside

1 Outside

Baseline Survey > Symptoms group

sm01 (required) SM01 In the last 7 days, has anyone in your household had a fever? 1 Yes

0 No

sm02 (required) SM02 In the last 7 days, have you had a fever?

Question relevant when: ${sm01} =1

1 Yes

0 No

sm03 (required) SM03 In the last 7 days, has anyone in your household had a dry cough? 1 Yes

0 No

sm04 (required) SM04 In the last 7 days, have you had a dry cough?

Question relevant when: ${sm03} =1

1 Yes

0 No

sm05 (required) SM05 In the last 7 days, has anyone in your household had difficulty breathing / shortness of breath? 1 Yes

0 No

sm06 (required) SM06 In the last 7 days, have you had difficulty breathing / shortness of breath?

Question relevant when: ${sm05} =1

1 Yes

0 No

sm07 (required) SM07: In the last 7 days, has anyone in your household lost their sense of taste? 1 Yes

0 No

sm08 (required) SM08: In the last 7 days, have you lost your sense of taste?

Question relevant when: ${sm07} =1

1 Yes

0 No



Field Question Answer

Question relevant when: ${sm07} =1 0 No

sm09 (required) SM09 In the last 7 days, has anyone in your household sought medical treatment for any of these four symptoms (fever,

dry cough, difficulty breathing/shortness of breath, loss of taste)?

Question relevant when: ${sm01} =1 or ${sm03} =1 or ${sm05} =1 or ${sm07} =1

1 Yes

0 No

sm10 (required) SM10 In the last 7 days, have you sought medical treatment for any of these four symptoms (fever, dry cough, difficulty

breathing/shortness of breath, loss of taste)?

Question relevant when: ${sm09} =1 and ( ${sm02} =1 or ${sm04} =1 or ${sm06} =1 or ${sm08} =1)

1 Yes

0 No

Baseline Survey > Employment group

em01_1 (required) EM01.1 How many days did you work for income over the last 7 days?
Please enter <br/>-888 for "Refuse to answer" and <br/>-999 for "Don't know".

Response constrained to: (.>=0 and .<=7) or .=-999 or .=-888 or .=-222

em01_2 (required) EM01.2How many hours did you work on the most recent day on which you worked for income?
Please enter <br/>-888 for "Refuse to answer" and <br/>-999 for "Don't know".

Question relevant when: ${em01_1} >0

Response constrained to: (.>=0 and .<=24) or .=-999 or .=-888 or .=-222

em02 (required) EM02 Of the [em01_2] hours you spent working for income on that day, how many did you spend working from home?
Please enter <br/>-888 for "Refuse to answer" and <br/>-999 for "Don't know".

Question relevant when: ${em01_1} >0

Response constrained to: (.>=0 and .<=24 and .<= ${em01_2} ) or .=-999 or .=-888 or .=-222

em03_1 (required) EM03.1 How many days did you spend outside the home over the last 7 days?
Please enter <br/>-888 for "Refuse to answer" and <br/>-999 for "Don't know".

Response constrained to: (.>=0 and .<=7) or .=-999 or .=-888 or .=-222

em03_2 (required) EM03.2 How many hours did you spend outside on the most recent day on which you spent time outside the home, not

including any hours that you were working for income?
Please enter <br/>-888 for "Refuse to answer" and <br/>-999 for "Don't know".

Question relevant when: ${em03_1} >0

Response constrained to: .>=0 and .<=24 or .=-999 or .=-888 or .=-222

em04 (required) EM04 Of the [em03_2] hours you spent outside the home on that day, how many did you spend buying food or medicine,

or caring for vulnerable people?
Please enter <br/>-888 for "Refuse to answer" and <br/>-999 for "Don't know".

Question relevant when: ${em03_1} >0

Response constrained to: (.>=0 and .<= ${em03_2} ) or .=-999 or .=-888 or .=-222

Baseline Survey > Income and Expenditure group

nc01_1 (required) NC01.1 How many days did your household earn income over the last 7 days?
Please enter <br/>-888 for "Refuse to answer" and <br/>-999 for "Don't know".

Response constrained to: (.>=0 and .<=7) or .=-999 or .=-888 or .=-222

nc01_2 (required) NC01.2 What was your total household income on the most recent day on which income was earned?
Please enter <br/>-888 for "Refuse to answer" and <br/>-999 for "Don't know".

Question relevant when: ${nc01_1} > 0

Response constrained to: .>=0 or .=-999 or .=-888 or .=-222

nc02_1 (required) NC02.1 How many days did your household receive in-kind or cash transfers over the last 7 days, either from the

government, an NGO, a religious organization or anyone else outside your family?
Please enter <br/>-888 for "Refuse to answer" and <br/>-999 for "Don't know".

Response constrained to: (.>=0 and .<=7) or .=-999 or .=-888 or .=-222

nc02_2 (required) NC02.2 What was the total value of these in-kind and cash transfers on the most recent day on which they were

received?
Please enter <br/>-888 for "Refuse to answer" and <br/>-999 for "Don't know".

Question relevant when: ${nc02_1} > 0

Response constrained to: .>=0 or .=-999 or .=-888 or .=-222

nc03_1 (required) NC03.1 How many days did your household spend money on food over the last 7 days?
Please enter <br/>-888 for "Refuse to answer" and <br/>-999 for "Don't know".

Response constrained to: (.>=0 and .<=7) or .=-999 or .=-888 or .=-222

nc03_2 (required) NC03.2 What was the total amount spent on food on the most recent day on which food was purchased?
Please enter <br/>-888 for "Refuse to answer" and <br/>-999 for "Don't know".

Question relevant when: ${nc03_1} > 0

Response constrained to: .>=0 or .=-999 or .=-888 or .=-222

nc04_1 (required) NC04.1 How many days did your household spend money on non-food items over the last 7 days?
Please enter <br/>-888 for "Refuse to answer" and <br/>-999 for "Don't know".

Response constrained to: (.>=0 and .<=7) or .=-999 or .=-888 or .=-222

nc04_2 (required) NC04.2 What was the total amount spent on non-food items on the most recent day on which these items were

purchased?
Please enter <br/>-888 for "Refuse to answer" and <br/>-999 for "Don't know".

Question relevant when: ${nc04_1} > 0

Response constrained to: .>=0 or .=-999 or .=-888 or .=-222

Baseline Survey > Social Distancing group

generated_note_name_340 In the past 7 days, on how many days did you

mg01 (required) MG01 Stay at home all day (without going out at all)



Field Question Answer
Response constrained to: .<=7 or .=-999 or .=-888 or .=-222

mg02 (required) MG02 Attend social gatherings (e.g., meeting family or friends, attending a party, going to church or the mosque,

funerals)

Response constrained to: .<=7 or .=-999 or .=-888 or .=-222

mg04 (required) MG04 In the past 7 days, on how many days did other members of your household typically stay at home all day (without

going out at all)?

Response constrained to: .<=7 or .=-999 or .=-888 or .=-222

mg05 (required) MG05 In the past 7 days, on how many days have you had someone outside of your immediate family visit your home?

Response constrained to: .<=7 or .=-999 or .=-888 or .=-222

mg03 (required) MG03 Are you trying to keep a distance of at least one meter to other people who are outside of your immediate family? 1 Yes

0 No

mg06 (required) MG06 Have you worn a mask when you have been near someone outside of your immediate family anytime in the past 7

days?

1 Always

2 At least once

3 No

Baseline Survey > Attitude and Behavior group

ab01 (required) AB01 If 100 people were infected with the coronavirus, how many do you think would die?
Number of people

Response constrained to: .<=100 or .=-999 or .=-888 or .=-222

ab03 (required) AB03 How severely do you think that the coronavirus will affect the Ghanaian economy? 1 Not at all

2 A little bit

3 Moderately so

4 Extremely so

wb01 (required) WB01 Taking all things together, would you say you are: 1 Very happy

2 Rather happy

3 Not very happy

4 Not at all happy

Baseline Survey > Psycological Well-Being group

wb02 (required) WB02 During the past 7 days, about how often did you feel nervous? 1 None of the time

2 A little of the time

3 some of the time

4 Most of the time

5 All of the time

wb03 (required) WB03 During the past 7 days, about how often did you feel hopeless? 1 None of the time

2 A little of the time

3 some of the time

4 Most of the time

5 All of the time

wb04 (required) WB04 During the past 7 days, about how often did you feel restless or fidgety? 1 None of the time

2 A little of the time

3 some of the time

4 Most of the time

5 All of the time

wb05 (required) WB05 During the past 7 days, about how often did you feel that everything was an effort? 1 None of the time

2 A little of the time

3 some of the time

4 Most of the time

5 All of the time

wb06 (required) WB06 During the past 7 days, about how often did you feel so sad that nothing could cheer you up? 1 None of the time

2 A little of the time

3 some of the time

4 Most of the time

5 All of the time

wb07 (required) WB07 During the past 7 days, about how often did you feel worthless? 1 None of the time

2 A little of the time

3 some of the time

4 Most of the time

5 All of the time

Baseline Survey > Food Security

fs01_note FS01 In the past 7 days, how many days have you or someone in your household had to…

fs01_1 (required) FS01.1 Rely on less preferred and/or less expensive foods?

Response constrained to: .<=7 or .=-999 or .=-888 or .=-222



Field Question Answer

Response constrained to: . 7 or . 999 or . 888 or . 222

fs01_2 (required) FS01.2 Limit portion size at meal-times?

Response constrained to: .<=7 or .=-999 or .=-888 or .=-222

fs01_3 (required) FS01.3 Borrow food, or rely on help from a friend or relative?

Response constrained to: .<=7 or .=-999 or .=-888 or .=-222

fs01_4 (required) FS01.4 In the past 7 days has the household bought food for storage? 1 Yes

0 No

fs02 FS02 In the past 7 days, how many meals including breakfast were typically taken per day in your household?

fs02_1 (required) FS02.1 Adults

Response constrained to: .>0 or .=-999 or .=-888 or .=-222

fs02_2 (required) FS02.2 Children
Enter zero if there are no children in the household.

Response constrained to: .>=0 or .=-999 or .=-888 or .=-222

Baseline Survey > Religiosity group

rg01 (required) RG01 During the past 7 days, about how often did you pray? 1 Many (6+) times in a day

2 Several (2-5) times in a day

3 Once in a day

4 I prayed, but less than once a

day

5 I didn't pray

rg02 (required) RG02 During the past 7 days, did you read religious scripture outside of religious services? 1 Yes

0 No

rg03 (required) RG03 Which of these two statements comes closer to your own view: 

1. God will grant wealth and good health to all believers who have enough faith. 

2. God doesn't always give wealth and good health to believers who have deep faith.

1 The first Statement

2 The second Statement

3 Neither or both equally(do not

read this option)

Baseline Survey > Attitudes

at01 (required) AT01 Before this call, have you heard about the "coronavirus" or covid-19, an illness that typically causes fever, cough,

and difficulty breathing?

1 Yes

0 No

at02 (required) AT02 What do you think: should people in your country cancel their participation at social gatherings because of the

coronavirus right now?

Question relevant when: ${at01} =1

1 Yes

0 No

at03 (required) AT03 What do you think: should people in your country not shake other people's hands because of the coronavirus right

now?

Question relevant when: ${at01} =1

1 Yes

0 No

at04 (required) AT04 What do you think: should all shops in your country other than particularly important ones, such as supermarkets,

pharmacies, post offices, and gas stations, be closed because of the coronavirus right now?

Question relevant when: ${at01} =1

1 Yes

0 No

at05 (required) AT05 What do you think: should there be a general lockdown in your country (with the exception of grocery shopping,

necessary family trips, and the commute to work) because of the coronavirus right now?

Question relevant when: ${at01} =1

1 Yes

0 No

at06 (required) AT06 Do you think the reaction of your country's government to the current coronavirus outbreak is appropriate, too

extreme, or not sufficient?

Question relevant when: ${at01} =1

1 The reaction is much too

extreme

2 The reaction is somewhat too

extreme

3 The reaction is appropriate

4 The reaction is somewhat

insufficient

5 The reaction is not at all

sufficient

at07 (required) AT07 How factually truthful do you think your country's government has been about the coronavirus outbreak?

Question relevant when: ${at01} =1

1 Very untruthful

2 Somewhat untruthful

3 Neither truthful nor untruthul

4 Somehwat truthful

5 Very truthful



Field Question Answer

at08 (required) AT08 Do you think the reaction of your country's public to the current coronavirus outbreak is appropriate, too extreme, or

not sufficient?

Question relevant when: ${at01} =1

1 The reaction is much too

extreme

2 The reaction is somewhat too

extreme

3 The reaction is appropriate

4 The reaction is somewhat

insufficient

5 The reaction is not at all

sufficient

Baseline Survey > Market Access

ma01 (required) MA01 Where did you or any household member purchase food during the past 7 days? 1 Street market

2 Small shop (groceries or

convenience store)

3 Supermarket

4 Trader

5 Neighbors

6 Online supermarket/bazar

-666 Other

ma01_osp (required) Specify other

Question relevant when: selected( ${ma01} , -666)

ma02 (required) MA02 Have you or any household member experienced difficulties accessing markets or buying specific products, such

as soap or some types of food?

1 Yes

0 No

ma03 (required) MA03 What difficulties did you or any household member experience?

Question relevant when: ${ma02} =1

1 Market too far away

2 Market too crowded

3 Some items were not

available

4 Some items were too

expensive (or more

expensive than usual)

-666 Other

ma03_osp (required) Specify other difficulty

Question relevant when: selected( ${ma03} , -666)

Baseline Survey > cd_grp

generated_note_name_397 CD01 I'd like to ask you about how different institutions and services are working in your community. In the past 7 days,

have these institutions or services been 1) operating normally, 2) still operating, but on a limited schedule or at reduced

capacity, or 3) mostly or entirely shutdown?

cd01_2 (required) CD01.2 Markets 1 Operating normally

2 Still operating, but on a

limited schedule or at

reduced capacity

3 Mostly or entirely shutdown

-999 Don't know

-222 Not applicable (my

community does not have

these)

cd01_4 (required) CD01.4 Other businesses like retailers and banks 1 Operating normally

2 Still operating, but on a

limited schedule or at

reduced capacity

3 Mostly or entirely shutdown

-999 Don't know

-222 Not applicable (my

community does not have

these)



Field Question Answer

cd01_5 (required) CD01.5 Transit services like buses, minibuses, trotros and taxis 1 Operating normally

2 Still operating, but on a

limited schedule or at

reduced capacity

3 Mostly or entirely shutdown

-999 Don't know

-222 Not applicable (my

community does not have

these)

cd01_7 (required) CD01.7 Churches/Mosques 1 Operating normally

2 Still operating, but on a

limited schedule or at

reduced capacity

3 Mostly or entirely shutdown

-999 Don't know

-222 Not applicable (my

community does not have

these)

cd01_8 (required) CD01.8 Health care facilities 1 Operating normally

2 Still operating, but on a

limited schedule or at

reduced capacity

3 Mostly or entirely shutdown

-999 Don't know

-222 Not applicable (my

community does not have

these)

rand_note_control Read to Respondent

 

Over the coming days, we at IPA are giving grants via mobile money to households in Ghana to help them cope with the

economic effects of coronavirus.

 

You will receive GHS 90 - congratulations!

 

You will receive this money within a week, and you are welcome to spend the cash on whatever you like.

Question relevant when: ${hh_rand_stat} =0

rand_note_treatment Read to Respondent

 

Over the coming days, we at IPA are giving grants via mobile money to households in Ghana to help them cope with the

economic effects of coronavirus.

 

You will receive GHS 90 per week for at least the next 8 weeks - congratulations!

 

You will receive the first installment within a week, and you are welcome to spend the cash on whatever you like.

Question relevant when: ${hh_rand_stat} =1

convinient (required) S02 In case we want to contact you in the future, what time of the day will be most appropriate for you? 1 Morning (8 am - 11 am)

2 Afternoon (11 am - 4 pm)

3 End of day (4 pm - 6 pm)

4 Anytime

so01 (required) SO01 Question to Enumerator (Do not read). Based on the background noise you could hear during this call, would you

guess that the respondent was taking the call at home, outside the home in a public place, or outside the home in a

private place?

1 At home

2 Outside home in a public place

3 Outside home in a private

place

s_num_yn (required) S01 Do you have another number through which we can contact you?

Question relevant when: ${continue} =1 or ${av01} =2

1 Yes

0 No

s_num (required) SC02.4 Kindly enter the number

Question relevant when: ${s_num_yn} =1

Response constrained to: regex(., '[0][25][459076][0-9]{7}')



Field Question Answer

who_covid_note1 You are almost at the end of the survey! We would just like to share the following guidance from the World Health

Organization on Protecting Yourself and Others from the Spread of COVID-19.

 

Make sure you, and the people around you, follow good respiratory hygiene. This means covering your mouth

and nose with your bent elbow or tissue when you cough or sneeze. Then dispose of the used tissue

immediately and wash your hands. Why? Droplets spread virus. By following good respiratory hygiene, you protect the

people around you from viruses such as cold, flu and COVID-19.

 

Stay home and self-isolate even with minor symptoms such as cough, headache, mild fever, until you recover.

Have someone bring you supplies. If you need to leave your house, wear a mask to avoid infecting others. Why?

Avoiding contact with others will protect them from possible COVID-19 and other viruses.

 

If you have a fever, cough and difficulty breathing, seek medical attention, but call by telephone in advance if

possible and follow the directions of your local health authority. Why? National and local authorities will have the

most up to date information on the situation in your area. Calling in advance will allow your health care provider to quickly

direct you to the right health facility. This will also protect you and help prevent spread of viruses and other infections.

Question relevant when: ${sm01} =1 or ${sm02} =1 or ${sm03} =1 or ${sm04} =1 or ${sm05} =1 or ${sm06} =1 or

${sm07} =1 or ${sm08} =1 and ${continue} = 1

who_covid_note2 You are almost at the end of the survey! We would just like to share the following guidance from the World Health

Organization on Protecting Yourself and Others from the Spread of COVID-19.

 

Maintain at least 1 metre (3 feet) distance between yourself and others. Why? When someone coughs, sneezes, or

speaks they spray small liquid droplets from their nose or mouth which may contain virus. If you are too close, you can

breathe in the droplets, including the COVID-19 virus if the person has the disease.

 

Avoid going to crowded places. Why? Where people come together in crowds, you are more likely to come into close

contact with someone that has COVID-19 and it is more difficult to maintain physical distance of 1 metre (3 feet).

Question relevant when: ${mg01} < 7 or ${mg02} > 0 or ${mg03} = 0 or ${mg04} <7 or ${mg05} > 0 and ${continue} =

1

who_covid_note3 You are almost at the end of the survey! We would just like to share the following guidance from the World Health

Organization on Protecting Yourself and Others from the Spread of COVID-19.

 

Regularly and thoroughly clean your hands with an alcohol-based hand rub or wash them with soap and water.

Why? Washing your hands with soap and water or using alcohol-based hand rub kills viruses that may be on your hands.

 

Avoid touching eyes, nose and mouth. Why? Hands touch many surfaces and can pick up viruses. Once

contaminated, hands can transfer the virus to your eyes, nose or mouth. From there, the virus can enter your body and

infect you.

 

Keep up to date on the latest information from trusted sources, such as WHO or your local and national health

authorities. Why? Local and national authorities are best placed to advise on what people in your area should be doing

to protect themselves.

Question relevant when: ${valid_resp_num} =1 and ${continue} = 1



Field Question Answer

survey_lang (required) In which language was the survey conducted? 1 Asante

2 Dagbani

3 Ewe

4 Kokomba

5 Brong/Banda

6 Frafra/Gruni

7 Fanti

8 Wali/Dagaari

9 Ga

10 Mamprusi

11 Kusasi

12 Buli

13 Dangme

14 Sissala

15 Akuapem

16 Hausa

17 Nzema

18 English

19 Guan

20 Gonja

21 Kwahu

22 Sefwi

23 KasseneNankana

24 Nanumba

25 Assin/Asen

-666 Other (specify)

end_note Hi [enum_name], You are at the end of the survey. Thank the respondent and finalize the survey


